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Product Report: Triple Boost for Data Consistency and Increased User-Friendliness (Part 2 of 3)

Data input validation with Deep Qualicision AI
In the last issue of PRODUCTION manager, we discussed how auto-completion based on the Deep Qualicision AI Framework can
achieve measurable improvements in data consistency and user friendliness during data collection using input forms. However, auto-completion does not yet fully guarantee correctness of an entire data set. This
is because the entered data would be transferred to a database for further processing without additional verification. As a result, cells may
be swapped or incorrect units interchanged. This is where data input
validation based on the Deep Qualicision AI Framework is used to provide both syntactic and semantic validation of the data in a fully automated manner.
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Validation of
input data based
on rules
The manual inspection of all entries by
a control office is not
economically feasible
in most companies.
The data sets of form
entries to be checked
must therefore be initially pre-filtered for
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AI Framework (Part 3 continues in
the next edition of PRODUCTION
manager).
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